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Summary

Context
During this individual project I have been working on NFT’s. With these
NFT’s I want to help the nature with the profit that has been made. Every
NFT that has been sold a % will be invested to plant new trees! Why NFT’s? I
think because its the future of digital art. Its a status that you can use
everywhere soon in the metaverse! The international project where we
worked for Ikea to plant more trees inspired me to go on more in this style.
I think its important too look around what we still have and what needs
more attention nowadays. So what if we could give the people that help
recycle for ikea some NFT’s? This is the video of the project im going to
work further on: https://youtu.be/-GTptTJvkBM


Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) seem to be everywhere these days. From art
and music to tacos and toilet paper, these digital assets are selling like 17thcentury exotic Dutch tulips—some for millions of dollars.


But are NFTs worth the money—or the hype? Some experts say they’re a
bubble poised to pop, like the dot-com craze or Beanie Babies. Others
believe NFTs are here to stay, and that they will change investing forever.

Summary

Goal of the project
The goal of the project for the NFTREE is to come up with a ecological trade
within the NFT’s together with Ikea. Every NFT is connected within the app
of Ikea (see video). This way you will support nature in a new way. When all
the NFT’s are created I want to make a small metaverse where you can see
the NFT in a gaming world (concept of the video). 


Within this project I made NFT’s generated by NodeJS with different layers.
It will take ages to create 10000+ different NFT’s. For proof of concept I
started with 33 (ThirtyTree) trees to give an idea of my concept. This could
be expanded so Ikea can give away infinite NFT’s to their customers.


When a user get their Ikea NFTree, they can view it in the metaverse created
in Unity. Here they can see, share and calculate how many trees are planted
for the price they bought it. They can make their own small metaverse as
shown in the video. Lets make the customers collect all the different trees
from Ikea.
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Problem analysis
As the world seeks to slow the pace of climate change, preserve wildlife,
and support billions of people, trees inevitably hold a major part of the
answer. Yet the mass destruction of trees—deforestation—continues,
sacrificing the long-term benefits of standing trees for short-term gain.


Forests still cover about 30 percent of the world’s land area, but they are
disappearing at an alarming rate. Since 1990, the world has lost 420 million
hectares or about a billion acres of forest, according to the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations—mainly in Africa and South
America. About 17 percent of the Amazonian rainforest has been destroyed
over the past 50 years, and losses recently have been on the rise. The
organization Amazon Conservation reports that destruction rose by 21
percent in 2020, a loss the size of Israel.


We need trees for a variety of reasons, not least of which is that they
absorb not only the carbon dioxide that we exhale, but also the heattrapping greenhouse gases that human activities emit. As those gases
enter the atmosphere, global warming increases, a trend scientists now
prefer to call climate change. Tropical tree cover alone can provide 23
percent of the climate mitigation needed over the next decade to meet
goals set in the Paris Agreement in 2015, according to one estimate.



Causes of deforestation

Farming, grazing of livestock, mining, and drilling combined account for
more than half of all deforestation. Forestry practices, wildfires and, in
small part, urbanization account for the rest. In Malaysia and Indonesia,
forests are cut down to make way for producing palm oil, which can be
found in everything from shampoo to saltines. In the Amazon, cattle
ranching and farms—particularly soy plantations—are key culprits.


Logging operations, which provide the world’s wood and paper products,
also fell countless trees each year. Loggers, some of them acting illegally,
also build roads to access more and more remote forests—which leads to
further deforestation. Forests are also cut as a result of growing urban
sprawl as land is developed for homes.


Not all deforestation is intentional. Some is caused by a combination of
human and natural factors like wildfires and overgrazing, which may
prevent the growth of young trees.
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Problem analysis
Why it matters and what can be done

Deforestation affects the people and animals where trees are cut, as well as
the wider world. Some 250 million people living in forest and savannah
areas depend on them for subsistence and income—many of them among
the world’s rural poor. Eighty percent of Earth’s land animals and plants live
in forests, and deforestation threatens species including the orangutan,
Sumatran tiger, and many species of birds. Removing trees deprives the
forest of portions of its canopy, which blocks the sun’s rays during the day
and retains heat at night. That disruption leads to more extreme
temperature swings that can be harmful to plants and animals.


Yet the effects of deforestation reach much farther. The South American
rainforest, for example, influences regional and perhaps even global water
cycles, and it's key to the water supply in Brazilian cities and neighboring
countries. The Amazon actually helps furnish water to some of the soy
farmers and beef ranchers who are clearing the forest. The loss of clean
water and biodiversity from all forests could have many other effects we
can’t foresee, touching even your morning cup of coffee.


In terms of climate change, cutting trees both adds carbon dioxide to the
air and removes the ability to absorb existing carbon dioxide. If tropical
deforestation were a country, according to the World Resources Institute, it
would rank third in carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions, behind China and
the U.S.


The numbers are grim, but many conservationists see reasons for hope. A
movement is under way to preserve existing forest ecosystems and restore
lost tree cover. Organizations and activists are working to fight illegal
mining and logging—National Geographic Explorer Topher White, for
example, has come up with a way to use recycled cell phones to monitor
for chainsaws. In Tanzania, the residents of Kokota have planted more than
2 million trees on their small island over a decade, aiming to repair previous
damage. And in Brazil, conservationists are rallying in the face of ominous
signals that the government may roll back forest protections.


For consumers, it makes sense to examine the products and meats you
buy, looking for sustainably produced sources when you can. Nonprofit
groups such as the Forest Stewardship Council and the Rainforest Alliance
certify products they consider sustainable, while the World Wildlife Fund
has a palm oil scorecard for consumer brands.


Source:

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/deforestation
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Research questions
Justification of the concept:


Sustainability is a big problem, so we try to give back to nature for all the
tree usage by IKEA by using recycling, donations with NFT’s for the
customers.


For the methodology I will be using the dot-framework, all the research will
be based on the dot-framework and the related strategies and methods.
On the next page you can see all my sub-research questions, strategies and
methods that will be used to support the main question/design challenge.


Sub-questions can still be added onto during the project, and can also be
changed upon. 



Sub-questions.
1. NFT’s
1.1 How/where does an NFT get
sold.
1.2 What does it cost to mint an
NTF.



Methods
Literature Study

Best good and bad practices

Available product analysis


More...


1.3 What are popular NFT’s?
1.4 Can NFT’s be used in the
metaverse?


1.5 What people do buy NFT’s?
2. How can trees be saved with digital
artworks?
2.1 How can u marketing an NFT?
2.2 Are there other artworks that
save trees in any form of NFT’s?


2.3 How much does it cost Ikea/
customer to plant a tree?


2.4 How much trees did Ikea
already plant?

Literature Study

Best good and bad practices

Available product analysis


More...
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Research questions
3. How can I create a lot of NTF’s with
less possible effort?
3.1 How can you generate easily a
lot of NFT’s?

Literature Study

Best good and bad practices

Available product analysis


More...


3.2 How does my NFT look like?


3.3 How do people know what tree
is the most valuable?



4. How can I make a metaverse where
people can see their NFT / trees?
4.1 Where/Why should this
metaverse be created in?
4.2 Where are other metaverses
created in?
4.3 Can people import their NFT’s
in other metaverses?

Literature Study

Best good and bad practices

Available product analysis


More...
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What has been done and what still
has to be done?
The scope will be defined to make clear what will, and will not take place
during this project because I only have 4 weeks. I will not have enought
time to make the metaverse itself to show the NFT / trees. I will focus
myself on research and creating the NFT’s.


Inside scop
Projectpla
The most important research questions (1,2,3)
Userstorie
Creating 33 different NFT’s generated with Photoshop & Node.JS that will
be sold on the NFT marketplace Opensea
Upload the NFT’s to the marketplace
Advice document




Outside scop
Create a metaverse in Unity to show the NFT that you bought. The buyer/
user can walk around in this metaverse and see how many trees they
saved with the amount they bought that NFT for
Provide continuous support. I am working only 4 weeks on this proof of
concept
Manage the social media that should be included for the marketing
Develop further to make everything 100% working. It should be a proof of
concept
Research question (4).
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Expert interview
I had an expert interview with Ruud Dankers as Head of Innovation from
TDE (https://www.tde.nl/). Ruud is working on the newest, digital
technologies that are appliable for sportmarketing concepts.


In the expert interview I showed Ruud my progress of the NFT’s. He really
liked the way I did it and technically is was all correct. He had some
suggestions to make the NFT’s more different because they look almost all
the same right now. Maybe a good idea to make different trees and
grounds. Next to that he also had a meeting this week with a company that
has kind of the same idea to sell NFTree’s. So I am on the right track! He
gave me these links to have a look at to get some more inspiration. https://
coorest.io/ & https://www.aerial.is/


The full interview can be viewed here:


https://youtu.be/5BvgConv51E
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Project files
The files can be downloaded with a 365 outlook account.


The whole NFT project with all the files included:


https://stichtingfontys-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/
personal/428238_student_fontys_nl/
EQG1mKTsIF1Dk2pv0hOdaosBKvPrCi0p3bOKurTv4eC9RA?e=tZlxe4


Only the NFT’s:


https://stichtingfontys-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/
personal/428238_student_fontys_nl/ESNwmOb_wtEpVs5pUJne_8Bualbit9buEmsMltvIFbBeQ?e=R6WE2T


The whole international project about Ikea:


https://stichtingfontys-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/
personal/428238_student_fontys_nl/
EWzU5HyUMVtIs6XsdpkiqJkBt1mTh13zj8h06nW2TvYIYQ?e=3tAGb8

